Overview

PDI Logistics Cloud brings end-to-end visibility to the fuel supply chain.

As digital transformation changes the way businesses operate, we’re here to give fuel retailers, petroleum marketers, jobbers, and carriers the tools and insights to succeed. Whether you’re managing bulk or metered fuel, with the PDI Logistics Cloud platform, your business can grow and have more agility to adapt to the industry’s changing needs and dynamics.

We provide you with smart applications and mobile tools to gain visibility, insight, and control. And, we’re looking at new ways to innovate the way this industry manages and moves fuel all around the world. Digital transformation isn’t a destination – it’s a journey – and PDI will be there with you every step of the way.
Predictability can improve reliability and make a dispatcher’s job easier. To make the best plan for your fuel orders, you need timely, accurate inventory data plus insight into historical and forecasted demand. We give you the real-time visibility you need to optimize inventory management plus a powerful forecasting solution to maximize efficiency and reduce retains, split loads, and runouts.

Planning

- Order Creation
- Inventory Polling
- Forecasting
- Resource Management

To get the most out of your operations, we help you manage your resources to reduce your fleet costs and ensure delivery times are met. To take your optimization to the next step, we can help you lower overall supply costs and improve your margins by buying the right amount of fuel from the right place at the right time.

Enhance & Add On:
- Data Capture
- Best Buy
- Allocation Management
- Auto Order
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Streamline fleet scheduling and dispatching with our dynamic, drag-and-drop solution. Fuel orders organized by priority and calendar-based schedules of driver availability and routine truck maintenance let you schedule work faster and with fewer errors. With better visibility into driver and vehicle availability, and real-time delivery status updates from the field, scheduling is easier, productivity increases, and your operating costs go down. You can further reduce dispatch costs and improve response time to unplanned driver or truck events by pairing with our in-truck mobility solution to get real-time communication between drivers and dispatchers and real-time load closure.

Enhance & Add On:
- Terminal Management
Reduce paperwork and errors, and speed up billing with real-time, paperless load closure. Our mobile app for drivers provides an end-to-end digital workflow that streamlines deliveries with lift and delivery information and changes that are recorded in real-time. This completely mobile solution automates workflows and requires minimal data entry. The result is faster communication between dispatch and drivers, increased driver and dispatcher productivity, minimal errors, simplified billing, and better visibility for the back office. With real-time inventory data and delivery status updates, you always know where your fleet and fuel are. You can quickly respond to the unexpected and keep your customers happy.
Connect retailers, wholesalers, and carriers with one version of the truth. Seamlessly manage your operations and gain end-to-end visibility with a solution that is flexible enough that you can delegate some or all parts of the order lifecycle on a site-by-site basis. From inventory management to supply sourcing, from load building to delivery – you can retain authority over one or more activities and outsource the rest. Scale your business and get all the benefits of our planning and dispatch system even if you don’t have your own fleet. In a hybrid environment (internal and external fleet), dispatchers can balance the work across all resources and hand off overflow orders to outside carriers.

Enhance & Add On:
- Carrier Integration
Meet all DOT requirements with an FMCSA-registered, proven ELD and fleet management solution. This fully compliant solution meets all ELD mandate requirements and was built with the driver in mind. This easy to use solution helps your drivers carry out DOT audits with confidence and prevent HOS violations before they occur. USB and Bluetooth connection options let you stay compliant even in areas with limited or no cell reception. And, with a wide selection of cable options, the ELD connects easily to almost any vehicle. Further protect your drivers and your business with a dashcam that detects and alerts you to unsafe driving events.
Insights

• Reports

Gain insight to make better, data-driven decisions with our reporting and analytics tools. Our solution gives you the tools you need to track and analyze business performance and operational health. With timely, reliable, and relevant data, you can be proactive, prevent costly mistakes, and make smarter decisions to uncover growth opportunities. Optimize operating costs, increase revenue, and save time with data visualization and exception management that makes it easier to identify trends, detect unexpected behavior, and manage by exception. Take it a step further with BI extracts and Customer Portals that let you share and present critical business data in an understandable and approachable way.

Enhance & Add On:
• Customer Portal
• BI Extracts
PDI Logistics Cloud provides API integration with a vast third-party ecosystem to bring you closer to a fully digitized supply chain. Seamless integration to third-party systems increases supply chain visibility and allows accurate and timely data exchange.

**Enhance & Add On:**
- ERP
- Carrier Truck Management System (TMS)
- Web Services APIs
- Automatic Tank Gauges (ATG)
Short Truck

- Dispatch
- Planning
- In-Truck
- Integration
- Compliance
- Insights

- Tank Wagon
- Fleet Fueling
- Home Heat/LPG
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Simplify and improve demand planning by eliminating redundant tasks and adding flexibility to order management. Optimized for short truck workflows, this solution lets you easily create and manage recurring routes and orders. Tell the system how many days in advance to create an order, and it will automatically create it and assign it to the right trip and driver. With live status updates from the field and visibility on each driver’s location, you can quickly add an unscheduled order to an existing trip when a customer request comes in. With this level of automation, flexibility, and visibility, your team can better respond to the unexpected to ensure delivery times are met, and you can keep your customers happy.
Dispatch

Streamline the entire order lifecycle with our dynamic, drag-and-drop dispatching and scheduling solution built for fleet fueling, tank wagon deliveries, propane, as well as bulk and packaged lubes deliveries. Quickly see available vehicles, unassigned orders, scheduled deliveries, and load locations. With scheduling automation and real-time status updates from the field, dispatching is easier, and productivity goes up. Meet your fleet efficiency goals and reduce operating costs by pairing with our in-truck mobility solution to get real-time communication between drivers and dispatchers and real-time load closure. Take scheduling up a notch with route optimization and a real-time, birds-eye point of view of every truck in your fleet.

Enhance & Add On:
• Routing
• Mapping
Reduce paperwork and increase your fleet efficiency with this completely mobile solution that automates workflows and requires minimal data entry. Our mobile app for drivers provides an end-to-end digital workflow that streamlines deliveries and simplifies billing with electronic signatures, paperless transactions, and point-of-sale invoicing. To ensure you can quickly respond to every customer request, drivers can create orders on the fly and send updated trip and order information to the dispatch team. GPS track-and-trace and alerting means you always know every truck's location and the status of every delivery. Help your drivers get to each destination in the shortest time with turn-by-turn navigation.
Compliance

• ELD

Meet all DOT requirements with an FMCSA-registered, proven ELD and fleet management solution. This fully compliant solution meets all ELD mandate requirements and was built with the driver in mind. This easy to use solution helps your drivers carry out DOT audits with confidence and prevent HOS violations before they occur. USB and Bluetooth connection options let you stay compliant even in areas with limited or no cell reception. And, with a wide selection of cable options, the ELD connects easily to almost any vehicle. Further protect your drivers and your business with a dashcam that detects and alerts you to unsafe driving events.

Enhance & Add On:
• Dashcam
Gain insight to make better, data-driven decisions with our reporting and analytics tools. Our solution gives you the tools you need to track and analyze business performance and operational health. Be proactive, make smarter decisions, and uncover growth opportunities with access to timely, reliable, and relevant data. Optimize operating costs, increase revenue, and save time with live cost-to-serve dashboards and automated KPI and exception reporting. Take paperless to the next level with digital document management that securely and transparently digitizes all transactions, documents, and signatures from our in-truck driver mobility app.
Integration

PDI Logistics Cloud provides API integration with a vast third-party ecosystem to bring you closer to a fully digitized supply chain. Seamless integration to third-party systems increases supply chain visibility and allows accurate and timely data exchange.

Enhance & Add On:
- ERP
- Meter, Scanners & Printers
- Web Services APIs
About PDI

Professional Datasolutions, Inc. (PDI) helps convenience retailers and petroleum wholesalers thrive through digital transformation and enterprise software that enables them to grow topline revenue, optimize operations and unify their business across the entire value chain. Over 1,500 customers in more than 200,000 locations worldwide count on our leading ERP, logistics, fuel pricing and marketing cloud solutions to provide insights that increase volume, margin and customer loyalty. PDI owns and operates the Fuel Rewards® loyalty program that is consistently ranked as a top-performing fuel savings program year after year. For more than 35 years, our comprehensive suite of solutions and unmatched expertise have helped customers of any size reimagine their enterprise and deliver exceptional customer experiences.